2022
Programming

Primary Programs

Science Fairs

Timing: Spring 2022

13 regional science fairs are available across BC and the Yukon, giving you the
opportunity to explore your curiosity and creativity in science and win cash
prizes and scholarships. Projects can cover a variety of scientific disciplines
and are judged based on your scientific logic and reasoning, adherence to the
scientific method, and communication.

Youth Innovation Showcase

Timing: Fall 2022

This is an innovation competition for you to present your cutting edge ideas and
inventions to industry experts for a chance to win $5,000. You must live in BC or
the Yukon and be between 12 and 19 years old to participate. Judges evaluate
innovations based on creativity, project difficulty, and your presentation.

Support Programs
Workshops

Timing: Monthly from October, 2021 - March, 2022

A series of STEM-based workshops designed to help you understand the
foundations of a great STEM project. These free virtual workshops will discuss
topics like the scientific method, ethics and safety, analyzing and understanding
your results, and science communication.

Financial Aid

Timing: Fall 2021

Created to provide financial support in your pursuit of STEM inquiry, the Discovery
Foundation STEM Project Grant is inviting you to apply for funding between $50
and $200 that will help you build your STEM project, or compete in a Science Fair
Foundation BC event. You must live in BC or the Yukon and be between the ages
of 9 and 18 to apply.

Mentorship

Timing: December 1, 2021 - Mid-April, 2022

The Mentorship Program connects you to science fair experts and professionals in
the scientific community who can provide knowledge, experience and feedback
during the development of your STEM project. At any stage in your project, you
can submit a question through our webform and receive an answer by email.

Find more information at www.sciencefairs.ca

